ASSEMBLY REQUIREMENTS

✔ Torque all “T” bolt nuts to
38-40 foot pounds.

SPORT UTILITY TRAILERS

✔ Check all lights before towing
✔ Tire pressure not to exceed

SUT-250-S

sidewall recommendation.

250 LB. CAPACITY
T

✔ Re-Torque wheel nuts after

R A I L E R

SUT-250-S

first 25 miles to 80 ft. pounds
and periodically thereafter.

Assembly Instructions
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SUGGESTED TOOLS
Square

7/16" & 9/16"
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❏
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❏
❏

❏ Layout all parts to configuration

Ratchet & 13/16"
& 9/16" Sockets

of trailer using assembly sheet
as your guide.

Layout square frame as (Shown in A). Front crossmember - subrail clip flush, rear crossmeber - subrail clip offset from end. Triangle
plates on top, center bolts on side rail are to face out in center. Slide side rails from rear to front (Shown in A) . Make certain side rail is
flush with rear sub rail clip (Shown in B). Square frame and tighten all “T” bolt nuts, at triangle plates.
Attach assembled square to tongue section with 4 brackets and “T” bolts. Set rear of tongue section to
rear of square frame approximately 28". (Shown in A & C)
Attach front 6" roll (Shown in C). Final adjustment will occur when boat is loaded on trailer. Front 6" roll
must support hull when boat is loaded. (Rear roll assembly should not touch hull, for easy loading only).
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from boxes. (Refer to exploded
drawing parts list)
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❏ Remove and Identify all parts
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Std. & Phillips
Screwdriver

Wire Cutters
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❏ Attach 4 bunk brackets (Shown in D)(Slot is for adjustment).

Then lay bunks down with bolt attached, carpet
faces upward. Put lock washer first then tighten nut (Shown in D & E). Final adjustment of bunks will occur
when boat is loaded on trailer.
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❏ Attach fenders (Shown in F) this order - 1) Large rubber washer, 2) Steel washer 3) Fender,
4) Steel washer, 5) Flanged lock nut. DO NOT TIGHTEN BOLTS AT THIS TIME. Wait until axle and wheels are on
then center fenders over tires and tighten.
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❏ Install taillight brackets and rear 6" roll to rear of tongue.

Secure taillight brackets in place (Shown in G). Final
location of 6" rear roll assembly to be determined with boat in place (roll only meant for loading - - does not touch
boat hull when in trailering position).
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❏ Pull black tab and drop light bulb assembly out (Shown in H). This is how you will change the bulb when needed.
❏ After lights and brackets are installed, pull wiring harness through the tongue section, start at opening in
front under the coupler and pull through to the rear opening (Shown in I). Attach the green-brown
and yellow-brown wires to the color matching phillips screws in the taillights. (Green-Brown Right, Yellow-Brown
Left standing behind trailer). Attach the white ground wire to one of the taillight bolts. (Shown in I)
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